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Long Range Planning Committee, Meeting Summary  
November 11, 2017; 7 to 9 pm  

CHP, 311 

Subjects: Draft Framework - MTP Bike Element Update 
PC Members in Attendance: Nancy Iacomini (Chair); Jane Siegel; James Schroll; Jim Lantelme; Daniel Weir.  Staff in 
Attendance: Kellie Brown (CPHD), Richard Viola, George May and Mark Thifault (DES).  Members of the Public in 
Attendance: Chris Slatt (Bike Element WG Chair) 
 

 
1. Residential Permit Parking Program 

 
Following a presentation by Richard Viola (DES) and Chris Slatt (Working Group Chair), the Planning 
Commissioners present raised the following questions and comments. 

 
Structure/Process 

 We do not anticipate goals and policies coming separately, correct?  

 The document is not at a stage where the full PC should weigh in, but perhaps it would be appropriate to 
return to LRPC or PC as an info item (Input from James Schroll, PC liaison). 

 Suggest the plan be less specific with more specificity in follow on policies and plans. For example, PBLs 
may be controversial.  Will require budget and County funds and decisions about appropriate locations. 
So put the marker down but work out details later.  Come back to LRPC when the implementation 
document is ready for review.  We can review policy framework at the same time recognizing it should be 
approaching final at that point. 

 How does what’s coming here affect the street element and overarching goals and policies? 
 

Performance Metrics 

 Recommendations include: 1) change in share of total streets of a certain kind that have bike lanes over 
time as compared with peer cities; 2) a way of counting trips to determine how trips change over time; 3) 
time between complaints and repairs on protected bike lanes (i.e. blocking vehicles, potholes); 4) change 
in perceptions (women’s comfortable level when biking) 

 Clarification that a change to bike parking requirements in by-right uses would only apply to new projects.   
 

Survey 

 In the survey, was there a question about personal behavior? There is usually a large discrepancy 
between actual behaviors and comfort levels. 

 APS would be a good resource to obtain data on bike ridership in children. 
 

General Comments and Questions 

 Concerned that shared use trails are not conducive to strolling. 

 Additional concern is that VA state law requirements for lighting of bicycles at night is insufficient; but at 
minimum Arlington should enforce what is already on the books. 

 We also need to talk about trees if we are considering widening trails; on the other hand, a strategy to 
promote adding bike infrastructure would be to discuss it as a form of traffic calming which many people 
are in support of. 
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 Positive comment on vision statement.  The document also needs basic principles/policy guidance for 
implementation.  For example, it is a default that Type A and Type B arterials include some provision for 
bike lanes and design guidance for those lanes. 

 Has there been outreach to WABA? I know there has been a lot of outreach to their members.  

 Coordination with Park Service – the Park Service doesn’t recognize/allow electric bikes. This is a 
challenge since more and more people will use electric bikes 

 What is the ownership of our various trails?  Four Mile Run trail is owned by us; W&OD trail is NOVA. 
Custis Trail is owned by the state but we perform all major upgrades and maintenance. 

 Is W&OD plowed for snow? Do the same standards apply? Don’t want plows on their trail – they snow 
blow it instead and wait a few days for people to cross country ski on it (viewed as recreational trail). 

 There are incompatibilities between NOVA policies and procedures and what we need and want. 

 There is an undersupply of North and south connectors; George Mason should get protected bike lanes.  
 

2. Fire Station No. 8 GLUP Amendment, Rezoning, and 2232 Determination 
 

Following a staff presentation by Kellie Brown (CPHD), the Planning Commissioners present discussed the 
following: 

 
GLUP Amendment and Rezoning 

 It seems like 2232 determinations should occur at project outset to allow for project to be authorized, 
however there are general concerns with amending the GLUP and rezoning absent a final plan for the 
project.   

 Reviewing GLUP amendments and rezoning concurrent with site plan is the standard for private 
development projects, and the County should hold itself to the same standards.   

 There is concern that we would set a precedent allowing for GLUP amendments and rezoning for any 
public facility without a final plan and community process leading to the development of that plan. 

 Nevertheless, for Fire Station No. 8, there is support for moving forward with the GLUP amendment, 
rezoning, and 2232 determination in the timeframe staff is targeting (Nov RTA and Dec final 
consideration). 

 The Board report should include an explanation to indicate why the GLUP amendment and rezoning are 
appropriate for Fire Station No. 8.  But for schools, for example, there should be a public process and the 
GLUP and Zoning should be reviewed concurrent with final project review.   

 
Community Engagement on Fire Station Design 

 The project should come to the full community before the design gets well fleshed out, to discuss ways to 
honor the fire station legacy.  As an example of a possible idea, a hallway with commemorative artwork or 
interpretations may be appropriate.  

 It would be good to have a publicly announced meeting rather than just reaching out to one 
neighborhood. 

 This does not need “Lubber Run level” engagement, but a strategy that is more about sharing of 
information; also an opportunity to talk through phasing. 

 Could come to PFRC in two meetings; initial one before drawings have been prepared and the second one 
with drawings. 

 Also would be good to sensitize neighborhood to implications of change in zoning. 
 

2232 Determinations 

 Looking forward to hearing more from staff about formalized approach for 2232 determinations. 
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 The PC is uncomfortable making these determinations without underpinnings to justify the decision. 

 There are questions about how we will develop criteria for needing a determination, specifically looking 
at Sec. 15.2-2232D and the implications of the provisions in that section.  

 Can you give an example of what is meant by identifying methods for featuring these facilities in the 
Comp Plan?  

 As sector plans are supporting documents for the GLUP, and the GLUP is an element of the 
Comprehensive Plan, the mention of a project in a sector plan would be sufficient justification to confirm 
the project as consistent with the Comp Plan. 

 Has there been consideration of how GLUP amendments, rezonings, and 2232s can be sequenced?  Can 
they occur separately?   

 It seems like 2232 determinations need to occur first and would not want them to be dependent on GLUP 
amendments and rezonings.   
 
 

 
 


